Privacy Policy
@CULT S.r.l. (“@CULT”) hereafter provides, with reference to Article 13 of Legislative Decree n.196/2003
(Personal Data Protection Code) and Recommendation n° 2/2001 of the Working Party set up under Article
29 of Directive 95/46/EC, certain information relating to the processing of your personal data during your visit
to the website: www.atcult.it
Data Controller
Data Controller is @CULT - Via Dandolo, 24 - 00153 Roma.
Collection and processing of personal data
Navigation Data
The information systems and software procedures relied upon to operate this website acquire personal data
as part of their standard functioning; the transmission of such data is an inherent feature of Internet
communication protocols.
Such information is not collected in order to relate it to identified data subjects, however it might allow user
identification per se after being processed and matched with data held by third parties.
This data category includes IP addresses and/or the domain names of the computers used by any user
connecting with this website, the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) addresses of the requested resources,
the time of such requests, the method used for submitting a given request to the server, returned file size, a
numerical code relating to server response status (successfully performed, error, etc.), and other parameters
related to the user’s operating system and computer environment.
These data are only used to extract anonymous statistical information on website use as well as to check its
functioning; they are erased immediately after being processed.
The data might be used to establish liability in case computer crimes are committed against the website.
Data Provided Voluntarily
Certain pages of the website will ask you to provide personal information. In this case, you will be provided
with information in accordance with Article 13 of Legislative Decree n.196/2003 concerning the processing of
personal data in relation to every intended purpose.
Cookies
Cookies are data created by a server and stored in a text file on your computer’s hard disk; they inform the
website of your behavior patterns and preferences.
Cookies can be permanent (so-called persistent cookies) or may also have a limited lifespan (so-called
session cookies).
@CULT uses session cookies to ensure your safe and efficient navigation of the site; these cookies are not
stored permanently on your computer and disappear when the browser is closed.
@CULT also uses persistent cookies which have a variable duration and may be also entered by third
parties.
In particular @CULT uses Google Analytics to collect information regarding users’ navigation of the website.
You may disable Google Analytics’ cookies by downloading a specific plug-in for your browser which can be
found at the following link https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout
You may object to cookies being recorded on your hard disk by setting your browser (Internet Explorer,
Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Safari etc ...) to disable cookies.
After doing so, however, certain web pages may not perform correctly.
Provision of data
Except for the foregoing as regards navigation data, the conferment of data for other purposes is optional. If
such data is not provided, it may be impossible to pursue such additional purposes.

Purpose of the processing and sphere of communication
@CULT will process your personal data for the technical administration of the website and other purposes,
by way of example but not limited to: manage the registrations to the website etc...
This data will neither be disclosed to third parties without your consent or disseminated.
Your data will be processed by employees and collaborators of @CULT as appointed persons in charge of
the processing and data processors.
Your personal information may be processed by trusted companies that perform tasks of a technical and
organizational nature on our behalf.
Processing methods
Your personal data will be processed using IT tools for the time necessary to fulfill the purposes for which
such data was collected.
Specific security measures are applied to prevent the loss of data, illegal or improper utilization and
unauthorized access.
Your rights
You may at any time obtain cancellation, conversion into anonymous form, copy, update, adjustment or
integration, block of data processed in infringement of the law as envisaged by Article 7 of Legislative
Decree n.196/2003, which is shown in full below.
You have the right at any time to oppose any and all processing of your personal data carried out for
commercial information and marketing purposes in general and, for legitimate reasons, to oppose the
processing of your data for other purposes.
In order to exercise your rights, you may contact the address below or send an e-mail to info@atcult.it
Contact Us
If you have any questions about these Terms, please contact us.

